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SPARK 076 
(Matrix Code: SPARK076.00 for StartOver.xyz game.) 
 
DISTINCTION: Possibility Village exists already now. 
 
NOTES: When people work around Possibility Managers for a while it is reported that 
an unexpected long-forgotten vision begins to arise. Some part of the imagination 
lights up and presents us with an extraordinary picture of what could be possible if 
we lived amongst other Possibility Managers in ordinary life. The vision of Possibility 
Village seems to originate from a common place in people’s hearts. 
 
The exact details of the vision of Possibility Village vary from person to person, but 
the core pieces are remarkably similar. A small village, a large garden, perhaps farm 
animals, a big kitchen and dining room, a homemade school, a training center for 
public workshops, classes, and trainings, a research center, various other 
businesses, all run by Possibility Managers. Families, couples, singles and older 
people, living and working together enjoying the benefits of using the tools and 
techniques of Possibility Management. Possibility Village looks like heaven on earth.  
 
For many people the vision of Possibility Village is clear and persistent. Along with 
the vision comes a strong direct bodily sensation of certain Bright Principles: Love, 
Openness, Joy, Integrity, Communication, Play, Intimacy, Growth, Commitment, 
Learning, Lightness, Teamwork, Spirituality, Adventure, Fun, and of course, 
Possibility. Immense Possibility.  
 
What about this vision? Possibility Village seems so attractive. Why not make it real? 
Why not start a project? Get the people and financial resources together, buy or 
construct buildings, move in and live Possibility Village. What about it? Let’s go! 
 
EXPERIMENTS:  
SPARK076.01 This is an experiment in perspective. Conflicts arise from a point of 
view. From one perspective there is a conflict. From another perspective there is no 
conflict. Some points of view disempower you. Some points of view empower you. 
The question at hand is, what about Possibility Village? 
 
The perspective that disempowers you about Possibility Village is that the dream of 
your heart does not exist in the reality of your life. You wonder what to do. You think 
that for Possibility Village to become reality you must make some grand gesture. You 
must gather many people, collect huge amounts of funding, buy land or a village and 
start building. You must create a financial plan and a legal foundation. You must 
agree on a system of leadership for creating plans, making decisions, and solving 
problems. Possibility Village will not exist until your present situation matches your 
agreed upon vision. The steps required before you can actually live in Possibility 
Village might take years to accomplish. Knowing people, knowing yourself, you 
realize that reality may not match your vision until some far distant future, or perhaps 
never. You may as well leave the vision in the realm of fantasy and surrender to 
living your melancholic life. 
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The perspective that empowers you about Possibility Village is that Possibility Village 
exists already now. You do not have to wait around to have what you want. It is 
already here. Possibility Village will always be evolving – and – Possibility Village 
already exists. Possibility Village is happening right now, all around you. Anyone 
using Possibility Management or helping someone else use Possibility Management 
is being Possibility Village in action. Anyone practicing core skills exercises, reading 
books, having telephone conversations or emails with other Possibility Managers is 
being Possibility Village in action. Anyone using Possibility Management on their jobs 
or in their professions is being Possibility Village in action. Anyone running Study 
Groups, teaching or taking classes, writing articles, books or film scripts, running 
Possibility Teams, Rage Clubs, or Adventure Feelings clubs, attending or giving talks 
or workshops, or spending time together as Possibility Managers is being Possibility 
Village in action. By now this includes tens-of-thousands of people around the world. 
 
Does the present situation match the sacred vision of what you thought Possibility 
Village must look like? No. 
 
Is the present situation really Possibility Village as it exists now in its current state of 
evolution? Yes.  
 
Friends, Possibility Village is happening. Although the Possibility Village that is 
happening now probably does not look like the Possibility Village of your vision, here 
is the point: it never will. A vision is still life. Reality is always in flux. Think about it: 
even if Possibility Managers lived together in a village they would rarely all be 
together. Often they would be out on the road working in other cities and countries 
and doing the jobs on their bench. 
 
Here is your experiment. Start where you are. If you miss having meetings and get-
togethers with Possibility Managers, then have more meetings and get-togethers with 
Possibility Managers. Invite people to come around, tonight, this week. Use the ideas 
in the SPARKs as a jump off point for sharing and exploring new territory. Or just 
party. If you miss having meals together with mixed adults and children then set up a 
big table and invite people to eat with you – or eat on the floor! Invite the neighbors, 
especially the neighbors you do not already know. If you want to start a project and 
you need a partner, call people up and make arrangements. Whatever you truly want 
to experience from your vision of Possibility Village, go ahead and create it so that 
you can experience it now. I am telling you, people are already doing this. Possibility 
Village is already happening. You do not have to wait around anymore. Make 
Possibility Village real where you are. Welcome home! 
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